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Abstract

The Stokes phenomenon for Laplace-type integrals in the complex domain is in
vestigated. It is shown that this problem is a special case of the general problem

of investigating the Stokes phenomenon in the fra.mework of the resurgent analysis.

The investigation method worked out in the paper is illustrated on classical examples:

functions of Airy and \Veber type etc.

In this paper we present a method of investigating of (parametric) Laplace integrals by
means of the resurgent analysis. This approach is very natural. Actually, one can show (and
we do it below) that the investigation of integralsof the Laplace type is none more than some

(rather special) chapter of the resurgent functions theory.

Thus, let us consider an integral of the form

I (x, k) = JekS(r'·)a (x, y) dy

...,,(:c)

(1)

(the so-called Laplace integrals). Here k is a large (real) parameter, x = (xl, ... , x n
) E C n

are complex parameters which are supposed to belong to a compact set in the space C n ,

·Supported by Max-Planck-Arbeitsgruppe "Partielle Differentialgleichungen und Komplexe Analysis",
Potsdam University, and by Laboratoire Jean-Alexandre Dieudonne URA au CNRS N 168, Universite de
Nice-Sophia Antipolis.
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y = (yl, . .. , ym) E C m
, and the integration is performed along some rn-dimensional contour

I in the complex space Cm which can depend on the parameter x in a regular wayl.

We shaH show that the theory of integrals of the Laplace type is a particular case of the

theory of the Borel-Laplace transform

.c[F(s,x)] = Je-hF(s,x) ds.

r

(2)

More exactly, we shaH show that integrals of the type (1) (under some additional require

ments) determine resurgent functions of the parameter k depending on parameters x E C n

(see [1] - [5]. Thus, the resurgent analysis can be applied to the asymptotic investigation of
such integrals; the examples of such an investigation is presented in the last Section of this
paper.

The representation of a function given by an integral of the type (1) in the form of resur

gent function aHows to construct the theory of asymptotic expansions of such integrals up

to exponentially decreasing terms. In this connection we mention tbe paper [6] by M. Berry
and C. J. Howls where asymptotic expansions of Laplace integrals in one-dimensional case
was constructed up to the terms which have lower exponential type than the integral itself
(for obtaining these asymptotics the authors use a kind of resurgent equations for coefficients
of asymptotic expansions corresponding to different saddle points).

In this paper the authors used some idea of B. ~1algrange [7] and F. Pham [8]. The
mentioned idea is the representation of integral (1) in the form of the Laplace transform of
function F(s, x) obtained from the amplitude function a(x, y) of integral (1) by integration

over vanishing cyc1es of the surface {s = S(x, y)}. In [8] this idea was used for obtaining
asymptotic expansions of integrals of the type (1) over special contours ,(x) (the so-called

Lefschetz thimbles; see [9]). However, (as far as we know) this representation have not been
yet applied for investigation of the Stokes phenomenon for integrals (1).

1 Statement of the problem

We shall suppose for simplicity that the contour I involved in the definition of the integral
(1) is chosen in such a way that

ReS> -cllyj

with some positive constant Cl for sufficiently large ]yl and that the function a(x, y) is of
exponential type in y:

IMore exactly, the contour ")'(x) is a representalive of some ramifying homology dass h(x) (see below).
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with some constants C > 0 and C2. Under these conditions integral (1) converges for suffi
ciently large values of k. We suppose also that all stationary points of the function S(x, y)
are nondegenerated ones.

Let us calculate first the exponential type of integral (1). Evidently, we have

where
M(x) = sup ReS(x,y). (3)

"E"Y(:r)

However, the latter estimate is a rough one due to the fact that one can change the integration
contour ,(x) in oue of the same homology dass without changing the integral l(x, k) itself.
In fact, the integration in (1) is performed over a ramifying homology dass h(x) (see [10])
which goes to infinity along the directions of decrease of the function Re S(x, y) rather than
over the contour ,(x) itself (dearly, ,(x) E h(x)). Thus, the estimate (3) can be improved

as follows:

AI(x) = inf (sup Re S(x, y))
1'1(:r)Eh(:r) "EI'I(:r)

where the infimum is taken over all rn-dimensional contours homological to the initial contour

,(x).

From the above considerations it is dear that for investigation of the asyrnptotic proper
ties of the integral I(x, k) it is convenient to choose the representative ,(x) in the homology
dass h(x) in such a way that the function ReS(x,y) has on this contour as small values as
possible. To formulate the exact requirements on the choice of the contour ,(x) we shall
introduce the notion of a steepest descent contour.

Denote by X = grad ReS(x,y) the (real) gradient of the function ReS(x,y) on the
complex space Cm

• Then the steepest descent contour is, roughly speekeing, a contour
which containes at least one saddle point of the function S(x, y) and which is tangent to the
vector field X, so that the function Re S (x, y) decreases along the trajectories of the vector

field X. To refine this definition we must take into account the structure of the contour near
saddle points since these points are singular points of the field X.

Since we suppose that all stationary points of the function S( x, y) are nondegenerated
(due to the Cauchy-Riemann conditions these points evidently coincide with saddle points
of the function Re S(x, y)), one can easily check that each saddle point Yo of the function

Re S( x, y) is a hyperbolic point and its repelling suhspace L_ has dimension m. Now a
steepest descent contour is defined as an rn-dimensional contour which is invariant with
respect to the vector field X, contains at least one saddle point Yo, and is tangent at this
point to the space L_.
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In generie position eaeh steepest descent eontour eontains exaetly one saddle point of the
funetion Re S(x, y). However, as the parameter x is ehanged, for same values of x eontours of

steepest descent ean change their topological strueture; as we shall see below, this is exaetly
the Stokes phenomenon for integrals of the type (1).

Dur eonsiderations beeome more clear when we eonsider the one-dimensional ease (that
is, m = 1). In this ease we ean imagine that the eontour / is a eord put on the surface of the
graph of the function Re S(x, y). We deform this cord (without changing a value of integral
(1)) in sueh a way that it will be posited as low as possible on the eonsidered surfacej as
a result the eord will hang by a saddle point of the funetion Re S(x, y) and willleave this
point in the directions of the gradient X of the function Re S(x, y). The further loeation of
the eord will be uniquely determined unless the integral curve of the field X along which the
eord is loeated meets another saddle point of the funetion Re S(x, y). In this ease the further

part of the steepest deseent eontour ean have two different direetions eorresponding the two

repelling direetions of the field X and further eonstruetion of the eontour is ambiguous. The
values of the parameter x for whieh such a situation takes plaee are exaetly points of the
topological rebuilding of steepest descent eontours (the Stokes lines of the eorresponding

integral).
vVe remark that in the one-dilnensional ease the imaginary part of the funetion S(x, y) is

eonstant along any steepest descent contour. Inversely, if the imaginary part of S is eonstant
along some eontour /, then this eontour is tangent to the veetor field X introdueed above.

The above considerations show that the saddle point method of eonstructing asyrnptotic
expansions to integrals of the type (1) consists of the two distinet parts:

1. The topological part of this theory whieh is aimed at the investigation of integration

eontours and redueing the eonsidered integral to the surn of integrals along eontours of the

steepest deseent.
2. The analytic part which deals with the investigation of integrals along such eontours

and construeting the asyrnptotie expansion itself.
The seeond part of this theory is worked out in detail and the reader can find it in the

numerous textbooks on the saddle point method (see, for example, [11]). What coneernes
the first (topological) part of this theory, it ean be in turn divided into two steps in the ease

(eonsidered here) when the integral in question depends on some additional parameters x.
The first step is tbe deeornposition of tbe integration eontour into tbe surn of eontaurs of tbe

steepest descent for same fixed value of the parameter, and the seeond one is the eontinuation
of this deeomposition (and, as the subsequenee, the eontinuation of the asymptotic expansion

of the eonsidered integral) to all the rest values of the parameter x.

Below we concentrate on the second step 0/ the topological part 0/ the theory. Namely,

we suppose that the decomposition of the integration contour is given for some value 0/ x
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and investigate such decornposition tor all the rest values 0/ x. We remark that in this

investigation the melhods 0/ the resurgenl analysis are 0/ use.

Since the theory of one-dimensional integrals (with m = 1) is much simpler than the

multidimensional one, we consider first this simple case postponing the investigation of the

general (mllitidimensional) case llntil Section 4.

2 One-dimensional case

Consider the integral (1) wi th y E C (that is, m = 1). In this case the integral is taken over
a one-dimensional contollr ,. We SllPPOse that the following conditions are fulfille(P.

1. The fllllction S (x, y) is a polynomial in y with holomorphic coefficients in D c cn
where D is some domain in the complex space Cn

•

2. For sllfficiently large lyl the estimate

Re S (x, y) ~ - c IyI

is fulfilled on the contour , with sorne positive constant c.

3. The fllnction a (x, y) is an entire function of exponential type in y with order 1 for

x E D c Cn
, that is,

with same constants c and C > O.

Clearly, if Conditions 1 - 3 are fulfilled then the integral (1) converges for sufficiently

large k for any x E D and deternlines a function I (x, k) of exponential growth in k.

To reduce the integral (1) to the form of the Laplace transform (2) of some hyperfunction,

we perform the variable change

y=y(s,x),

where the function y (s, x) is a solution to the equation

s=-S(x,y).

(4)

Since, due to condition 2 above the function S (x, y) is not identically constant in y for each

fixed x E D, we have S' (x, y) ~ 0 and, hence, the function y (s, x) is defined as an endlessly

continuous3 ramifying function with finite order of ramification at each its singular point.

2These requirements are not the most generaiones for the theory of resurgent functions to be applicable
to the investigation of the Laplace integral. However, for simplicity we consider the most simple situation.

3The definition of an endlessly continuable function see, for example, [2].
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Besides, this function is bounded near each point of ramification. Performing variable change
(4) in integral (1) we reduce the expression for the function I (x, k) to the form

where

I (x, k) = f e-kab (s, x) ds

"Y.

(5)

ay (x, s)
b(s,x) = a(x,y(x,s)) as . (6)

The following properties of representation (5) are quite evident.
a) The function b(s, x) detennined by relation (6) is an endlessly continuable function

with integrable singularity at each its point of ramification.
b) The intersection of the contour ,. with a half-plane Re s < A is cornpact for any value

of the constant A. In other words, Re s tends to +00 along the contour , •.
Now one can deforrn the contour ,. moving it to the right in the complex plane C6 • The

result of such adeformation is

I (x, k) = L f e-ab(s,x) ds
] rj

up to rapidly decreasing terms where each contour r j is CL standard contour encircling some
point of singularity of the function b(s, x) counter-cIockwise and going to infinity along the
direction of the positive real axis (see Figure 1). The surn on the right in the latter expression
is taken over all singular points of the function b(s, x) 'visible' from poi nts of the contour ,.
along rays directed along the positive real axis.

Thus, the following affirmation is proved.

Theorem 1 Under Conditions 1 - 3 above, the funetion I (x, k) given by integral (1) is

aresurgent funetion such that the corresponding hyperfunction b (s, x) is regular and have

algebraic ramijication at each its singular point.

This Theorem allows one to apply the methods of the resurgent analysis to the investi
gation of integrals of the Laplace type.

There is one more feature of resurgent functions corresponding to integrals of the type
(1) which is of use for investigation of these integrals. Namely, from the definition of I (x, k)
and from Conditions 1 - 3 it follows that the function I (x, k) is a univalued function of the

variable x in the domain D. Hence, the corresponding resurgent function must satisfy the
resurgent equati0 ns near each its focal point (see [1], [2]).

Theorem 1 together with the above remark allows one to achieve a certain success in the
investigation of the topological part of the investigation of the integrals of the Laplace type,
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Figure 1:

at least in the case when these integrals depend on same additional parameters x. Namely,
if the decomposition of the integration contour / into the sum of steepest descent contours
is known for one value of the parameters, the resurgent analysis allows one to construct such

decomposition for all the rest values of the parameters. Let us describe the corresponding

procedure.

First, let us fix some value of the parameters x and consider a canonical contour r
corresponding to some singular point s· of the function b(s, x) giyen by (6). This contour
consists of the two rays emanated from the point s· in the direction of the positive real axis
which are passed in different directions and lye on different sheets of the Riemannian surface

of tbe function b(s, x) (such contour can be used due to regularity of the hyperfunction
b(s, x), that is, due to the fact that this function is integrable at its singular point s·). Since

the imaginary part of s is constant along this contour, it is clear that under the action of the

variable change s = -s (x, y) (see formula (4) above) it will be transformed to the contour of
the steepest descent coming through the saddle point corresponding to s· due to the variable
change in question. Thus, we ob tain t he decom posi tion of the (arbi trary) contour /. in (1)
into the surn of contours of the steepest descent.

Second, it is well-known that for some values of the parameters x (on the corresponding
Stokes surface) a bifurcation of the structure of contours of the steepest descent takes place.
More exactly, a contour of the steepest descent can be transformed into a SUffi of such
contours when the point x intersects the corresponding Stokes line. This takes place due
to the fact that the contour of steepest descent going through one saddle point can come
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to another saddle point (this phenonlenon takes place exactly when the point x belongs
to the Stokes surface) and then there are exactly two (for a non-degenerated saddle point)

possibilities of continuing the contour of steepest descent: one can continue it to one of
the two valleys of the graph of the function Re S (x, y). Therefore, the contour of steepest
descent changes by jump when the parameter point x intersects the Stokes surface, and so
does the constructed decomposition.

Due to the one-to-one correspondence between contours of the steepest descent in the
y-plane and the canonical contours in the s-plane, the described bifurcation of the steep
est descent contour corresponds to a bifurcation of the corresponding canonical contour in
the s~plane. This bifurcation in tbe resurgent functions tbeory is exactly tbe bifurcation

described by the connection homomorphism (see [2]). This allows to apply the technique
of the connection bomomorphism and the resurgent equations to the investigation of the
bifurcations of contours of the steepest descent in the theory of the Laplace integrals. The
example of such an investigation will be considered in the last Section.

In condusion of this Section we remark that the dass of resurgent functions obtained

from integrals of the Laplace type can be described as the dass of such resurgent functions
f (x) whose Borel transform F (s, x) can be uniformized with the help of some holomorphic
substitution s = S (x, y) (we recall that a function F (s, x) is unijormized by a substitution
s = S (x, y) if the function F (S (x, y) ,x) is a regular holomorphic function of the variables
(x,y)).

3 Multidimensional case

The theory of bifurcations of contours of steepest descent can be also worked out in the

multidimensional case similar to the above constructed theory for one-dimensional Laplace

integrals, though in this case the correspondence between canonical contours and contours
of the steepest descent is a little bit ßlore complicated. To establish the mentioned corre

spondence, we recall some facts from the theory of multidimensional Laplace integrals (see,
for example, [8], [11]).

Consider an integral of the type (1). As above, we suppose (for simplicity) that the
following three conditions are valid.

1. The function S (x, y) is a polynomial in the variable y E Cm and a (x, y) is an entire

function for each fixed x E D C C" where D is some domain in the complex space C".
2. For sufficiently large lyl the estilnate

Re S (x, y) ::; - c IyI
is valid on the (rn-dimensional) contour 'I with some positive constaut c.
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3. The function a (x, y) is a function of exponential type with order 1, that is,

la (x, y)1 ~ CeclY1

with some constants c and C > o.

Let x be a value of the parameter such that exactly one saddle point of tbe function

Re S (x, y) lyes on each contour of the steepest descent (this means that the point x does
not lye on the Stokes surface corresponding to the integral in question) and that aH saddle
points of tbe function Re 8 (x, y) are non-degenerated.

Let us investigate in more detail the structure of the contour of the steepest descent near
the corresponding saddle point.

We remark that, due to the Cauchy-Riemann conditions any saddle point of the function
Re 8 (x, y) is a stationary point of the function S (x, y). Since, by assumption, all such points
are non-degenerated, then due to the ~10rse lemma there exist a holomorphic variable change

y = y (z) such that
m

8(x,y(z)) = 80 +L (Zi)2
j=O

where 80 is the value of the function S (x, y) at the saddle point which corresponds to the

origin in the z-plane. Then the steepest descent contour will be given in the z-coordinates
by

zJ = uJ E R, j = 1, ... , m (7)

near the considered saddle point. Now we remark that , due to Condition 2, the function
Re S (x, y) is bounded froIn above on the integration contour 'I. Denote by A the upper
bound of this function on ,:

A ~r sup Re 8 (x, y) .
lIE...,.

Hence, the part 'lA' of the contour 'I lying in the domain

nAI = {y : Re S (x, y) ~ A'}

for any A' < Adetermines an element of compact relative homology group

lA' E Hm,c (n A I , Re S (x, y) = A') .

As it is proved in [11] the element 'lA' admits a decomposition

lA' ~ L7i
i
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where each contour 7j corresponds to some saddle point Yj of the function Re S (x, y) and
coincides with the contour of the steepest descent (7) in a neighborhood of this point. Hence,

modulo functions with exponential type A' we have

I(x,k) = :E1j(x,k)
j

where

Ij (x, k) = JekS(r••la (x, y) dy.

9j

Remark 1 Decomposition (8) can be obtained also fram the results 0/ F. Pham [8].

(8)

Now we shall examine the structure of integral Ij (x, k) near the corresponding saddle
point. Consider the part of this integral Qver the contour 7j = 7j n {izi ~ r} where r is
small enough. Then one can suppose that the contour 7j is described in the coordinates z

by equations (7). We have

JekS(r••la (x, y) dy =

9j

JekS(r••(ulla (x, y (u)) D~~u) du

lul $r
r

= Jdp2 JekS(r••(ulla (x, y (u)) D~~u) w, (9)

o lul ==p

where p = lul and w is the form determined by the relation du = dp2 A w. Since on the
contour 7j we have S = st + p2 where S~ is the value of the function S (x, y) at the saddle
point Yj. The inner integral on the right in the latter formula can be treated as the integral
over the vanishing cycle hj (s, x) on the manifold

E~tX = {y : S(x,y) = -s}

for s = S~ + p2. Therefore, the integral on the right in (9) can be represented in the form

where I'} is a segment of length r of the ray emanated from the point s = -S~ along the
direction of the positive real axis and the form w is determined by the relation

dy = ds A w.
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(10)

We remark that the point s = -SÖ is one of the singular points of the function

.rs[a](s,x)~ j a(x,y)w

hj(• .x)

whieh will be called the S-transform of the function a(x,y) (cf. F. Pham [8]). We remark
that values of the right-hand side of the latter formula for different values of j are brancbes
of one and tbe same ramified function Fs [al (8, x). We remark also that, under Conditions
1 - 3 above this function is an endlessly continuable one.

Consider now the integrals

Ij(x,k) = je-bFs[a](s,x)ds

'Yj

for any saddle point Yj involved into decomposition (8). Here Tj are rays emanated from
the critical values S~ corresponding to the saddle points Yj and directed along the positive
real axis4

• The above considerations show that each of integrals (10) can be written down as
an integral of the form (1) taken over the contour which coincide in a neighborhood of the
corresponding saddle point with the contaur of the steepest descent. Taking into account
decomposition (8), we see that up to functions of exponential type A' one has

I(x,k) = L:/j(x,k).
j

This is exactly aresurgent representation of the function I (x, k) since integral (10) is the
Laplace transform of an endlessly continuahle microfunction represented by its variation

Fs [al (8, x).
Let us summarize the above obtained results.

Theorem 2 Under Conditions 1 - 3 above integral (1) is aresurgent funetion. The cor

responding hyperjunction is given by the S .transfonn F s [a] (s, x) 01 the amplitude lunction

a (x, y) 01 integral (1) This hyperlunclion is regular und is given by the corresponding varia

tion.

Now the investigation of the topological part of the theory of multidimensional Laplace
integrals goes quite similar to that in the one-dimensional case and we leave it ta the reader.

4We remark that the eonvergenee of these integrals is not needed sinee they may be meantin the following
senee. Let li.A be integrals of the same form taken over contours truneated at Re 8 = A for any real A.
Then, by the Borel lemma (see, for example, [2]) there exists a function Ii(x, k) whieh eoineides with li,A
modulo O(e- Ak ). This function is, by definition, the value of the eonsidered integral. We remark also that
integrals (10) ean be wri t ten down as integrals of the type (1) over the so-called Lefscheiz th im b1~S, see [8L
[9].
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Figure 2:

4 Examples

4.1 Integrals of the Airy type

Here we shall consider the integrals of the Airy type, that is, the Laplace integrals of the

form
u (x, k) = JekS(x,(la(x, 0 d(

'"'f

(11 )

(with a contour 1 satisfying the above requirements) under the assumption that the function
S(x,~) has two saddle points in the variable ~ with stationary values given by

2 ~
s=s(x)='3X2 •

One of examples of the integrals of the Airy type is the Airy function

Ai (x, k) = d J/((X-~) d(,

'"'f

(12)

(13)

where the contour , can be chosen as one of the contours shown on Figure 2. As it is

well-known, the Airy function is a solution to the following ordinary differential equation

_2 J2u
k dx 2 - xu = o.

12

(14)
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J Sz(X,q) ~(X,q)

a) b)

Figure 3:

Performing the variable change ~ = ~ (s, x) given by

S(x,~) = -s,

we reduce integral (11) to the farnl

u(x,k) = Je-bF(s,x) ds, F(s,x) = a(x,~(s,x)) d~~:,x).
"'('

(15)

(16)

We remark that, due to the above assumptions on the stationary values of the function

S (x, ~), the solution ~ = ~ (s, x, k) to equation (15) with respect to ~ is a ramifying function

of the variable s with singularitie at points given by farmula (12); the two values of the

function s(x) will be denoted by Sj (x), j = 1,2. Clearly, the only foeal point for function

(11) in the x-plane is the origin x = 0 (we recall that focal points of aresurgent funetion are

exactly points of ramification of the function s (x) deseribing singularities of the integrand

in the representation of the type (16)). Henee, the only resurgent equation expressing the
univaluedness of (11) ean be written down along the unit circle

I = {x = ei<P} , <p E [0, 27r] .

Let us deseribe the eorresponding illunlination diagram (see [12]).

An illumination diagram (see, for example, Figure 3 b)) contains rows eorresponding to

points xl, X2, X3 of intersection of the eonsidered path with the Stokes surface of the function
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in question. For each such point one of points of singularities of the integrand in (16) lyes
on the ray emanated from the other point of singularity along the direction of the positive

real axis; we shall say that the latter point illuminales the former one. This fact is shown
on the diagram with the help of an arrow coming from the illuminating to the illuminated
point. We denote by F! the microfunction determined by the function F (s, Xi) at the point

s = sj(xd.
Evidently, one of the two points (12) illuminates the other iff cp = 0, cp = 2;, or cp = ~1f

(we shaH carry out our considerations for real positive values of k). The corresponding Stokes
lines are drawn on Figure 3 a). One can easily check that the corresponding illumination

diagram has the form shown on Figure 3 b). Tracing along the loop 1, the points 81 (x) and
82 (x) change their places three tilnes.

It is not hard to see that the corresponding system of resurgent equations for the illumi

nation diagram of this form (written for the microfunctions FJ, F t
2

, and Fi corresponding
to the illuminated points of this diagraIu) iss

(17)

where ~ is an alient derivative (see [1], [2]) and A is the operator of analytic continuation

of the corresponding microfunction along the loop 1from aue point of intersection of 1with

the Stokes surface to another.
We emphasize that for any given hyperfunction F (8, x) with (12) as ramification points

one can choose a set of microfunctions FJ, Ff, and Fi determined by singular points of
the function F (s, x) in quest ion in such a way that the corresponding resurgent function
u (x, k) is univalued in a neighborhood of the origin and, hence, the resurgent equations
(17) are valid. To do this, it suffices to define the function u (x, k) as the integral of the
form (16) with the integration contour r encircling hoth ramification points as it is shown
on Figure 4. Then the decomposition of the obtained function will give us the required
microfunctions which satisfy system (17). However, we know that the Laplace transform of
any microfunction determined by the function F (8, x) at some point x (say, x = xo) is a

univalued function.

Ta be definite, let us consider the system of resurgent equations for the microfunction
corresponding to the recessive cOlnponent of u (x, k) at the point XQ. To do this, we set

F~ = 0 in (17). Then we have F; = AF~ = 0 and, due to the first equation in (17) we

have FJ = A2F't. Now, excluding the microfunction F}2, we arrive to the following system
of resurgent equations:

SIn what follows we shaH suppose for brevity that all alient derivatives except for those included into the
resurgent system in the explicit way vanish identically.
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Figure 4:

{
L\ (AFJ) = -A-2 FJ,
L\ (A- I Fd) = A2 Fd.

Denoting by Fd and Fr the dominant and the recessive components at the point q = q},

correspondingly:

Fd = AF~ = FI
I

, Fr = A-2 FJ = FI
2

,

we rewrite the latter system in the form

Now we notice that the operator A-IL\A in the second equation is none more than the alient
derivative of the microfunction Fr at the point S2 (x, q) (as weil as the operator L\ in the first
equation can be treated as the alient derivative of the microfunction Fd at SI (x, q)). Thus,
the latter system can be considered as the system of resurgent equations

(18)

at one and the same value x of the parameter.
To present the general solution to the above derived resurgent system we need some

facts from the general theory of resurgent equations. Let us briefly recall these facts (see

15



[13], [2]). Consider the following system of linear alient differential equations with resurgent

coefficients

{

ß!ll F = Al (x) F + BI (x) G,
ß 6)G = A 2 (x) F + B2 (x) G,
ß 6 F = 0 for 8 =I 81, and ß.G = 0 for 8 =1= S2'

The following statement is valid.

Theorem 3 Let (Fb Gd und (F2 , G 2 ) are two solutions to (19) such that 6

is an invertible element in MO,cant. Then the general solution to (19) is given by

(19)

(20)

(21)

where Cl and C2 are constants of resurgence, that is elements Cl, C2 E MO,cant such thai

ß 6 C j = 0 for any sEC.

The next step in the investigation of the obtained system of resurgent equations is to

show that the classical Airy function (13) is aresurgent function satisfying system (18).

Performing the variable change

(22)

we reduce the definition of the function Ai (x, k) to the form

A · ( k) - J -k6
de(s,x) d

1. x, - e ds 8

...,'

where ~ = ~ (8, x) is an (in general, ranlifying) solution to equation (22) with respect to ~.

It is easy to see that the singular points of the function ~ (8, x) are posited at

2 J
8 = -x'2

3

which coinside with formula (12). Further, directly from the definition of the function

u (x, k) it follows that this function is univalued in a neighborhood of the corresponding

focal points (in fact, the function defined by formula (13) is an entire function of the variable

6 All products below are products in the convolutive algebra Mo,cont of infinitely continuable
microfunctions.
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x). Therefore, the two microfunctions FJl) and F;l) determined by the function d( (s, x) Ids
form a solution of resurgent system (18).

Since alient derivatives comulute with usual ones, one can easily construct another so

lution (Fj2) , Fr(2») to (18) where FJ2) and Fr('J) are correspondingly the dominant and the

recessive components of the function 8u (x, k) lax. The corresponding determinant

D= (23)

J=

is the Borel transform of the Wronskian

ud(x,k) 8UdJ:,k)

Ur (x, k) ourJ:' k)

where Ud (X, q) and Ur (X, q) are the Laplace transforms of the microfunctions FJI) and Fr(I).

Since the functions Ud and Ur are two linearly independent solutions to equation (14), the

function J is a nonvanishing constant and, therefore, the microfunction D given by (23) is an
invertible element of Alo,cont. Now, using Theorem 3, we can write down the general solution
to resurgent system (18):

with arbitrary constants of resurgence Cl and C2 •

The latter formula allows to investigate the Stokes phenomenon for any solution (Fd , Fr)
to resurgent system (18). Actually, it is easy to see that the Riemannian surface of all of
the functions Fji) , F:i ), j = 1,2 is such as it is shown on Figure 5. Tben one can easily

compute alient derivatives (and, hence, the connection homomorphisms) from these func
tioTIs. Then the latter fornlulas allow one to compute alient derivatives and the connection
homomorphisms from an arbitrary solution to resurgent equations (18).

4.2 Cylinder-parabolic functions

In this Suhsection we shall investigate Laplace integrals with resurgent structure coinciding

with that of tbe cylinder-parabolic functions7
• Vve recall that these functions are determined

as solutions to the Weber equation

(24)

7Such functions are also called the "Veber functions.
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and have the following integral representation

u (x, k) = d J/(2P'X+4+p
') dp,

'Y

where the contour I is chosen in such a way that the exponential under the integral sign on
the right in the latter expression decreases along this contour when Ipl ~ 00. As above, the

variable change

leads us to the formula
1 J k dpu(x,q)=k 2 e-"ds(s,x)ds.

'Y

The function p = p (s, x) can be cOIuputed in the explicit way:

pu) = J Js+ ~2

(25)

and has the two ramification points s = ±x2/2. The Riemannian surface of this function

is drawn on Figure 6. One can easily check that the two microfunctions corresponding ta
the singular point s = -x2 /2 differ from each other only by the sign and, hence, formula
(25) gives us the two linearly independent solutions to equation (24) if we choose the two

18
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contours, in such a way that (25) is the Laplace transform of the microfunctions determined
by p (s, x) at points s = ±x2 /2. Thus, we have constructed the two linearly independent
resurgent solutions to the \Veber equation with the resurgent structure given by

s = ±x2 /2.

Now we sball investigate the general form of the Laplace integral

u(x,k) = JekS(r,e)a(x,~)d~

~

(26)

witb the resurgent structure given by (26). The illumination diagram is shown on Figure 7.
The corresponding system of resurgent equations is

Fl = A2FJ - ~ (AF;) ,
FJ = A2Fl - ß (AFi) ,
Fi = A2Fl- ß (AFl) ,
Fl = A2Fi - ~(AFj).

To write down tbe corresponding system of resurgent equations for tbe dominant (at the point

xd microfunction, we put Fl = 0 and obtain the following system of resurgent equations:

{

A-Iß (AFd) = A3 F4
2

- A-1Fi,
A-2~(AF1)= -Fd,
ß(A3 Fl) = Fd·
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SI (q,X) Sl(q,X)

ql --------
F1

1

ql -------
F1

1

qJ --------

F1
1

q4 -------
F1

4

SI (q,X) SZ(q,X)

Figure 7:

Denoting GI = Fj, G; = A3 FI, and G~ = A- 1FI we reduce the latter system to the form

(27)

One can see that the obtained system contains, unlike the systems constructed in the previous
example, the two microfunctions G~ and G~ at one and the same point of singularity. The
reason for this phenomenon thc reader can see from Figure 6, where the Riemannian surface

of the typical solution to the constructed system of resurgent equations is drawn. Actually,
it is clear that the function with such a Riemannian surface determines at one of its singular
points two (different, in general) microfunctions.

Now let us try to construct the general solution to system (27). First of all, adding the
second equation of this system to the third one, we obtain the relation

and, hence, the function G~ + G~ is a constant of resurgence:

Excluding the microfunction G~ from system (27) with the help of the latter relation, we

obtain

20



Using the substitution G~ = G~' + C l /2, we reduce the considered system to the form

(28)

It is not hard to verify that the two microfunctions HP) and H~l) determined by function

(25) as weH as the two microfunctions lI?) and HJ2) determined by the derivative of (25)

satisfy the latter system. Arguing similar to the preceding Subsection, we shall see that the

general solution to (28) has the form

Thus, the general solution to (27) is given by

where Cj , j = 1,2,3 are arbitrary constants of resurgence. Certainly, to describe the general

form of a function with resurgeot structure of the Weber type, one should add to the obtained

general solution tbe similar one corresponding to the case when the singular points s =

81 (x, q) and 8 = 82 (x, q) are interchanged. We leave the corresponding computations to

the reader. The ooly thing we shall mention in conclusion to this Subsection is that, unlike

the previous example, the resurgent system obtained here admits aresurgent constant as

the solution. The reason for this is that the monodromy of singular points corresponding

to resurgent functions of the Weber type is trivial and, hence, we obtain the corresponding

trivial solution to the obtained resurgent system.
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